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Cardiff resident Jackie Karnavas’s passion for her career has led her to 

become one of San Diego’s top wealth managers. In fact, she says, it’s 

a job she would be happy to do whether or not she was paid. “In 

22 years, I can’t remember a day that I did not want to come 

to work,” she says, “no matter what condition the stock 

market was in.” At the same time, the avid entrepreneur 

who formed Torrey Capital Investments in 2004 

is equally zealous about helping other women 

succeed as she has. Her latest endeavor? The 

purchase this past November of Sea + Wander, 

a luxury women’s and children’s boutique 

in Cardiff by the Sea. There, Karnavas not 

only gets to feed her love for fashion by 

selecting bespoke items for the shop 

during her frequent travels, but she also is 

able to offer a platform for her all-female 

team to create and use their passions. 

“My team is incredibly talented, bright 

and fun-loving,” she says. “I’m all about 

empowering the women around me 

and giving them an atmosphere to 

succeed. As I continue to pursue my 

passion as a wealth manager, I know 

that boutique is also in the great hands 

of the extraordinary women who run it!”

“I wholeheartedly believe 
in providing women with an 
atmosphere to succeed.”
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Q: Do you offer your products for sale online?

A: Absolutely! We have a beautiful website that offers all of our products online for 
those that are unable to make it into our storefront.

Q: What areas and product lines do you carry and specialize in and what new 
brands or labels will you be bringing in soon?

A: Sea+Wander is a boutique that believes in carrying our staple brands for women 
and children that we all love and wear regularly, as well as bringing in some up and 
coming brands and artisans from every corner of the world.  We have a team that loves 
to travel and find different and unique pieces from other countries  that are not offered 
elsewhere in the united states. It is important to us to offer our customers unique and new 
lines and brands each season - so shopping with us is always a fun surprise!

Q: What is unique about your business that sets you apart from other boutiques and 
drives customers to shop at your boutique?

A: At sea+Wander we are most proud of the vibe we have created. Our team 
genuinely likes one another, respects each other’s opinions and always has each other’s 
back;  having this kind of culture lends itself to embody the goal of making sure that our 
customers have a wonderful experience at the store.  Our main philosophy is much more 
than the sale.....it is about how our customer feels when they leave!

Women who look good...feel good! 

Q: What makes your Boutique so unique compared to others in the area?

A: We are a high energy women’s and children boutique that loves being an active part 
of the Cardiff by the Sea and North County San Diego community. At Sea+Wander we 
not only offer women’s and kid’s apparel, but we also ave a highly curated apothecary, 
that only presents products that work! The small and intimate team of women that work 
for this boutique have tried all the products and we ONLY carry the ones that a truly 
result driven and that we all choose to use on a regular basis.

Q: What is your approach to serving your customers and providing them with a 
diversified selection of products?

A: Sea+Wander seeks to bring a memorable shopping experience to anyone that 
walks through our doors.  Our sales team are seasoned stylists each with a creative and 
exquisite sense of style and fashion which only enhances the clients personal style. Our 
unique products and apparel lines are sourced from all over the world an we push to 
make sure there is a little something for everyone at Sea+Wander.
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JACKIE KARNAVAS, OWNER OF 
SEA+WANDER IS A WEALTH ADVISOR; IT 

WAS HER LOVE FOR HER LOCAL COMMUNITY, 
LOVE OF FASHION AND LOVE OF TRAVEL, 

WHICH IS THE INSPIRATION FOR THE 
BOUTIQUE.  EVEN THOUGH YOU WON’T 

FIND HER IN THE STORE, HER VISION AND 
INSPIRATION CAN BE SEEN AS SOON AS 

YOU WALK IN.



Jackie Karnavas is a serial entrepreneur 
who believes that passion and 
perseverance are the strongest 
forces of success.  Sea + Wander is 
not only a women’s and children’s 
boutique, but Jackie and her team as 
practicing “Women of Vision” have 
recently ventured off to create a 
new lifestyle brand, Salty Bitch. Salty 
Bitch, named by the owner herself, 
will include belts, clothing, handbags 
all of which are being manufactured 
locally, are sustainable and organic. 
Jackie considers herself someone that 
likes to push the envelope and take 
calculated risks. She views this part of 
her career as her creative outlet from 
her successful money management. 

Jackie and her Team are constantly 
seeking new exclusive brands from all 
corners of the globe for Sea + Wander 
Customers from apothecary to Salty 
Bitch handbags. Source of relaxation 
for this busy bee?  She plays the 
electric guitar…..and ask her which 
guitar is her favorite - “her Tele with 
double pick ups.”

Never do things for the 
money for you will never be 
satisfied;  always do it for the 
passion as you will always be 
fulfilled. - Jackie Karnavas
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